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Access and visualize your 
engineering data simply and 
intelligently 

Currently, products’ data is one of the most 
important value for companies, because 
the  decisions made with this information can 
significantly impact your business, including 
product reliability and safety, speed in 
innovation or on-time delivery according to 
budget, for example. 

In order to make good decisions and avoid 
bad repercussions, it is essential that all the 
users involved can access to the updated 
product information whenever it is needed it.

IntegralSoft Viewer allows the different 
stakeholders involved to easily access the 
data stored in the organization’s business 
system, without the need for high level of 
training.

IntegralSoft Viewer allows different users to 
spend less time searching for data and more 
time for their main activity.

Why choose
IntegralSoft Viewer?

Most software tools are inaccessible to a large 
part of an organization’s workers due to high 
licensing costs, need for intensive training or 
time it takes to integrate or customize them.  

With IntegralSoft Viewer you can connect all 
those involved in a project so that they can 
quickly and easily access the data stored in 
the business system, always updated. 

General Tool Specifications
Adaptable: IntegralSoft Viewer has simple 
controls that limit or extend what can be seen 
and searched in the selected properties and 
attributes of the data.

Full data acess: with IntegralSoft Viewer you 
can browse the product structure and you 
can view and download the associated 
documents: 3D  models, PDF drawings, other 
PDF documents.

System independent: back-end systems 
can be updated independently without 
interrupting user activity with updates, data 
migrations, substitutions and so on.

Secure: with IntegralSoft Viewer the data is 
limited to the security permissions that the user 
has been assigned in the registration system, 
so they will always be safe. 
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IntegralSoft Viewer Advantages

Connect product data with ease:

• Precise decision making: wide visibility of 
enterprise systems.

• Higher product quality: actions and  deci-
sions controlled by updated information.

• Higher value: expand existing 
technologies to more users for better 
adoption.

Test the data in new ways:

• Intuitive: modern, accessible UI that does 
not require training.

• Role-based: contextualize data from 
many sources based on user needs.

• Quick to obtain value: quickly implement 
a structural visualization system for your 
products with direct access to the plans 
and associated documentation.

Your engineering data always 
updated and accessible 

IntegralSoft Viewer  is a solution that allows 
more company stakeholders to access 
product data that comes from multiple 
registration systems and to consult or interact 
with them from a simple, role-based interface.

With a renewed user experience that is simple 
to use, IntegralSoft Viewer is ideal for anyone 
interested in the life cycle of a product that 
needs access to the latest and most accurate 
recent information to drive critical decisions.

In addition, IntegralSoft Viewer could integra-
tes directly with enterprise systems while offe-
ring a highly intuitive user experience,  gua-
ranteeing accuracy, confidence and high 
fidelity to product data.

Use your data
more efficiently

IntegralSoft Viewer features make PLM data 
hosted in PTC Windchill available in a highly   
consumable way.

By democratizing engineering  data in this way, 
teams can easily access the only source of 
truth, in real time and managed by changes, 
of product knowledge, ensuring that each 
stakeholder involved in the product life cycle 
takes advantage of accurate information for 
your decisions.
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What’s New
IntegralSoft Viewer 2.0
Accessible to suppliers
The new version allows external personnel, 
such as customers or suppliers, to access 
the environment and view, by means of 
permissions, what is required.

File packages
Currently, it is possible to generate and 
download a .zip file with all the viewables of 
all the children of a selected main set.

More downloadable formats
IntegralSoft Viewer 2.0 allows viewing and 
downloading documents in more formats. 
Currently, pdf, step, dxf, pvz, etc. formats are 
supported.

Improved 3D viewer
The quality and performance of the 3D 
product viewer has been improve.

Interface redesign
IntegralSoft Viewer 2.0 comes loaded with 
changes in the user interface, with a much 
more intuitive and attractive design. It also 
allows customization with your company logo.

Folder display
It allows you to browse content through 
Windchill folders.
 

Technical requirements
Windchill 11.0 M030 installed.

Worker Configurator to publish Step.

3dTool license to publish to IntegralSoft Viewer.


